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Abstract
Location based services in mobile environments

have been recognized as a challenging problem that
calls for new service models and dynamic strategies.
The problem becomes even harder when not only the
clients but also the data sources can move. We tackle
the problem by providing a general service architec-
ture that facilitates the employment of mobile codes.
We then device a concise but effective cost model
for information services to instantaneous and contin-
uous queries on both designated objects and location
based range data. The cost analysis leads to a set
of data management strategies that employs mobile
codes with intelligent caching and proactive pushing
to reduce service cost and improve response time. For
each strategy, we present analytical characterization
of the execution cost to pinpoint the exact situation
for applying the strategy. Simulation results suggest
that the use of mobile codes can be very effective in
location based services to moving data sources.

1 Introduction

In a recent work[13], we characterized location based
services (LBS) as the delivery of location dependent
and context sensitive information services to mobile
users. A key characteristic of LBS is that the same
request may need to be answered with completely dif-
ferent results as the user location changes. The prob-
lem becomes even harder when the target data sources
can also move. Traditional data management tech-
niques are not well suited for LBS, let alone moving
data sources. Developing proper infrastructure and
strategies has been a major challenge to both service
providers and application developers. To answer this
challenge, we devise a general architecture that facili-
tates conventional data management and mobile code
techniques. We provide service strategies for instanta-
neous as well as continuous access to both location
dependent/independent data. In particular, mobile

codes can be launched to travel alone with the mov-
ing data sources and continuously report the status
changes. They can also proactively push ”hot” data
toward the base stations and clients. While the dy-
namic behavior of systems with mobile codes has been
known to be hard to analyze, we devise a concise but
effective cost model that captures the essential ele-
ments of the service process. The model facilitates
analytical characterization of the data management
overhead and service cost. By doing so, we were able
to pinpoint the exact situations for the strategies to be
superior than conventional approach. Simulation re-
sults suggest that proper data management strategies
with mobile codes can play valuable roles in location
based services to moving data sources.

2 Related Work

Data management in mobile environments is chal-
lenging for the need to process information on the
move. Among the mobile applications, location based
services have been identified as one of the most
promising area[1]. The problem has also been stud-
ied under terms such as location-aware computing[8],
adaptive information systems [10], and context-aware
computing[4, 7]. In general, an application is context-
aware if it is capable of discovering and taking ad-
vantage of contextual information. Location is among
the most important context for mobile applications.
Many previous works treated location as an additional
attribute of the data tables[5, 11]. In this way, LBS
queries can be processed like ordinary queries except
with additional constraints on the location attribute.
Caching techniques specially tailored for mobile envi-
ronments have also been a major research area [3, 5].
Semantic caching techniques employed semantic de-
scriptions to facilitate better cache admission and re-
placement decisions that are responsive to the user
movement[9]. The issues related to dynamic data
management in mobile environments have also been



discussed in the context of replicated databases[2, 12].
The use of mobile codes or mobile agents in mobile
environments are along the similar idea of exploiting
code mobility for user/data mobility[6]. Our work dif-
fers from the previous works in that we provide data
management strategies for both instantaneous and
continuous queries, with and without mobile codes.
Furthermore, we conduct detail analysis to precisely
capture the execution cost and management overhead
by giving each strategy proper analytical characteriza-
tion and cost formula. This can help both the system
administrators and users in determining when and how
to apply proper strategies for different situations.

3 Service and Query Classification

In [13], mobile information services were classified
along four dimensions based on service properties.
In this paper, we characterize the services from the
clients’ point of view and explore the query space along
two additional dimensions:

• Target: objects vs. ranges
The target can be either designated objects or
objects within designated location ranges.

• Duration: instantaneous vs. continuous
An instantaneous query is a one-time only query
while a continuous query must be processed con-
tinuously as the client or targets move.

The two dimensions are orthogonal and constitute a
natural classification of the requests, namely, instanta-
neous object queries, instantaneous range queries, con-
tinuous object queries, and continuous range queries.
In Table 1, we give several examples of the queries
on each categories. More specifically, instantaneous
object queries ask for specific objects in disregard of
their locations while instantaneous range queries tar-
get objects within designated location ranges. Both
are intended to be processed only once and answered
with current status. On the other hand, continuous
object/range queries are used to continuously monitor
the status of designated objects/ranges. The queries
must be continuously processed whenever the status
change affect the query results. All four types of
queries are frequently used in mobile environments, es-
pecially for LBS. Our goal is to provide highly flexible
framework and data management strategies to facili-
tate effective services to all four types of requests.

4 System Architecture

Our system architecture is depicted in Figure 1.
Both of the client and base station have caches. Re-
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Figure 1: System architecture.

quests are first answered using the client cache or for-
warded through the wireless connection to the base
station on cache miss. A request can be sent by
the information manager or delegated to mobile codes
through the MC manager. On base station cache hit,
the results are sent directly back to the client. Oth-
erwise, the query is forwarded further to the moving
data sources. Likewise, the request forwarding can be
handled by the information manager or through the
launching of mobile codes. Each data source has in-
formation manager to manage the source DB as well as
handling the incoming requests. If the requests were
carried in by mobile codes, the MC manager is re-
sponsible for hosting the mobile codes and passing the
requests to the information manager. If the target
sources are in different cells, the base station must
contact other base stations for requests forwarding (or
mobile codes routing). The base station keeps infor-
mation about all the data sources currently reside in
its cell with the source data directory which is also re-
sponsible for accepting updates or invalidation from
the data sources. The mobile codes can be directed to
travel alone with designated data sources for update
monitoring and proactive pushing. The architecture
is for cost modelling and strategy design and therefore
not intended to be comprehensive.

5 Model and Strategies

The architectural design leads to an abstract cost
model as depicted in Figure 2. In particular, we iden-



Target of service
Objects Ranges

Duration
of service

Instantaneous ”List the address and phone number of
the NDHU University.”, ...

”List the names of all restraints within
5 miles of my current location.”, ...

Continuous ”Continuously report the location and
altitude of the Flight PF911.”, ...

”Continuously report the location of
any vehicles within 10 miles range.”, ...

Table 1: Query classification for mobile information services

tify three major types of entities and their relation-
ships, namely, the clients(C), base stations(Bi), and
moving data sources(Si). All base stations are con-
nected to the fixed network and communicate with sta-
ble and high speed wired connection. Both the clients
and the moving data sources communicate through the
wireless connection. As the current technology stands,
wireless access still costs much higher than wired con-
nection. However, there is no essential differences be-
tween a client and a moving data source. Therefore
we model the wireless connection cost to be the same.
Wireless communication can be further classified into
data messages and the dispatching of mobile codes.
Since the later incur management overhead and sys-
tem resources, sending a data message should cost no
more than having a mobile code to carry the same
message across the net. We therefore classify the com-
munication cost into three categories as follows.

k The message cost between base stations over fixed
network.

d The message cost between a client (or data
source) and its corresponding base station.

M The cost of launching a mobile code.

In general, k is much smaller than d and M .

5.1 Instantaneous Object Queries

Instantaneous object queries are one-time only
queries that target specific objects and must be an-
swered immediately.

Basic On-demand Strategy

The basic on-demand strategy is the one that do
not perform any optimization beyond that of on-
demand request services and conventional caching.
More specifically, a request is first issued to the in-
formation manager on the client device. If the request
can be satisfied by the client cache, no further pro-
cessing is needed. Otherwise the request must be sent
through the wireless link to the base station. Similarly,
if the client request can be found in the base station
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Figure 2: Cost model for location based services.

cache, the target objects are sent back to the client
directly. When both attempts to the client and base
station caches fail, the request must be forwarded to
the data sources for the latest versions.

For detail analysis of the execution cost of the data
management strategies, we need some additional pa-
rameters as follows to model the execution behavior.

R The total number of requests issued by the clients.
h The average hit rate of the client cache with on-

demand services and conventional caching.
h1 The average hit rate of the base station cache with

on-demand services and conventional caching.

With the model above, we can derive the cost formula
of the basic on-demand strategy as follows.

R · h + R · (1− h) · h1 · 2d + R · (1− h) · (1− h1) · 4d

The basic on-demand strategy is used as the baseline
strategy for performance comparison purpose. Note
that, as we explained earlier, the communication cost
over fixed network (i.e. k) can be safely ignored since
k is much smaller than d and the services of instanta-
neous queries do not accumulate cost alone fixed links.



On-demand with Mobile Codes

Instead of forwarding the request, a client can choose
to launch a mobile code on cache miss. The mobile
code starts its trip by visiting the base station (cache)
first to see it contains the desired objects. If not, the
trip goes on toward the data sources by going through
other base stations. Whenever the target objects are
located, the mobile code is also responsible for sending
them back to the client. After finishing the current
job, the mobile code can either terminate itself or stay
around for status monitoring and update notification.
While the strategy seems to be a natural alternative,
it must be used with care. In general, the strategy is
effective only when the cost of dispatching a mobile
code is smaller than a data message cost(i.e. M < d).
This can be derived by comparing the execution cost
of on-demand mobile code and the basic on-demand
strategy. The former is similar to the later except
that the request forwarding is replaced by mobile code.
The strategy is beneficial if the cost is smaller than the
basic on-demand cost. That is,

R · h + R · (1− h) · h1 · (M + d)+
R · (1− h) · (1− h1) · (2M + 2d)

< R · h + R · (1− h) · h1 · 2d+
R · (1− h) · (1− h1) · 4d

⇒ M < d

Proactive Pushing with Mobile Codes

For a moving data source, a natural idea is to send
a mobile code to travel alone with it. We explore
this idea further by having the mobile codes perform
proactive pushing of hot data or updates toward the
base stations. More specifically, we let the base sta-
tion launch a mobile code to each data source that
owns at least one cached object. The mobile code is to
monitor the target objects and proactively send back
certain percentage of the updates for maintaining the
cache consistency. To evaluate the cost effectiveness
and the exact situations for applying the strategy, we
need to carefully model and analyze the update and
pushing behavior as follows.

U The total number of updates.
w The percentage of updates that are proactively

pushed back to the base station.
q The percentage of the pushed data that are actu-

ally accessed.

With the model above, we can derive the situa-
tion for the proactive pushing strategy to be bene-
ficial. More specifically, for the strategy to be cost

effective, the cost ratio of a mobile code w.r.t. a data
request (i.e. M/d) can not be larger than the ratio of
the original base station cache miss w.r.t the proactive
pushing cache miss. To see why this is the case, we
observe that, due to proactive pushing, we will have
additional U · w · q base station cache hits that save
us the cost of going to the data sources. However, we
also need to spend additional cost of U ·w · d in main-
taining cache consistency. For the proactive pushing
strategy to be effective, the combination of cost saving
and consistency maintenance must be smaller than the
on-demand cost. That is,

R · h + [R · (1− h) · h1 + U · w · q] · 2d+
[R · (1− h) · (1− h1)− U · w · q] · (M + 3d)+
U · w · d

< R · h + R · (1− h) · h1 · 2d+
R · (1− h) · (1− h1) · 4d

⇒ M

d
<

R · (1− h) · (1− h1)− U · w · (1− q)
R · (1− h) · (1− h1)− U · w · q

For the largest possible M , i.e. when q = 1, the equa-
tion above can be simplified to

M

d
<

R · (1− h) · (1− h1)
R · (1− h) · (1− h1)− U · w

which is exactly the case stated earlier.

5.2 Continuous Object Queries

Mobile codes show their real strength when it comes
to the services of continuous queries. The biggest
challenge here is that both the client and the data
sources can move. They can be in the same or differ-
ent cells during the course of continuous query execu-
tion. When residing in the same cell, the base station
can continuously retrieve the states of the sources and
send them to the requesting client. Otherwise, the
job must be delegated to the base stations hosting the
target sources. We note that since the object states
change continuously, caching offers little help.

Basic Processing Strategy

For comparison purpose, we present a basic process-
ing strategy where a continuous query is processed
as repeated sending of instantaneous queries. Since a
client does not know when and how often will the data
sources be updated, it can not determine the best tim-
ing and frequency of requests. To compensate the lack
of optimization, we assume that the client only needs
to send the same number of requests as the number
of updates. Under this assumption, we can derive the
cost formula for the repeated processing strategy with
some additional statistics.



p The number of updates which is, as described
above, also the number of requests.

α The percentage of time when the client and the
desired data sources reside at the same cell.

The basic repeated processing cost can be character-
ized as the cost of accessing from within the same cell
and the out of cell access. Note that the cost on the
fixed links (i.e. k) can no longer be ignored here since
it can accumulate alone with repeated requests.

Cb = p · α · 4d + p · (1− α) · (2k + 4d)

Continuous Object Queries with Mobile Codes

In stead of repeatedly sending the same request, the
client can send a mobile code to travel alone with the
data source and continuously send back the new val-
ues of the data objects. This approach is especially
attractive for continuous queries since almost all the
repeated requests can be saved. In the following analy-
sis, we demonstrate the superiority of the mobile code
strategy over the repeated processing strategy.

The execution cost of the mobile code strategy in-
cludes the initial cost of launching the mobile code
and the cost of continuously sending back the newly
updated object. The strategy is beneficial if the cost
is smaller than Cb. That is,

2M + p · α · 2d + p · (1− α) · (k + 2d)
< p · α · 4d + p · (1− α) · (2k + 4d)

⇒ M <
1
2
(p · α · 2d + p · (1− α) · (k + 2d)) =

1
4
Cb

In other words, the mobile code strategy is effective if
the cost of launching the mobile code is less than 1/4
of the basic repeated processing cost. As long as the
query is issued long enough, Cb is much larger than M .
We therefore conclude that the mobile code strategy
is almost always superior than the repeated processing
strategy for continuous object queries.

5.3 Instantaneous Range Queries

The processing of location dependent range queries
differs significantly from that of object queries. In par-
ticular, all objects reside within a user-specified range
and satisfy the query constraints must be returned to
the client. Some of the target objects may happen
to be at the same cell as the client. Others may be
in different cells. For moving targets residing at the
same cell, we can access them by going through the
base station. Otherwise we need to ask for help from

the neighboring base stations. Both for supporting
data management and behavior analysis, we need to
maintain some access statistics.

n The number of data sources that satisfy the loca-
tion dependent range queries.

α The percentage of the desired data sources resid-
ing at the same cell with the client.

Basic Processing Strategy

The simplest way to process an instantaneous range
query is to first determine the data sources satisfying
the query and then send a request to each of them.
Both the client cache and the base station cache are
still useful for instantaneous range queries. We only
need to send request to the data sources not in the
caches. Therefore the cost formula of the basic strat-
egy can be derived as follows.

Cr = R · h + R · (1− h) · h1 · n · 2d +
R · (1− h) · (1− h1) · n · α · 4d +
R · (1− h) · (1− h1) · n · (1− α) · (4d + 2k)

Range Queries with Mobile Codes

Mobile codes are useful for range query processing as
well. The basic idea is actually quite natural. Instead
of sending a location dependent range query to the
base station, the client launches a mobile code to do
the job. The mobile code is responsible for coordinat-
ing with the base station in launching additional codes
to visit the data sources and to collect all the result
messages sent back.

The execution cost analysis of the mobile code
strategy can be divided into four parts: on client cache
hit, on base station cache hit, on cache miss but co-
located data sources, and on cache miss and out of the
cell data sources. For the mobile code strategy to be
effective, the sum of the four parts must be smaller
than Cr. That is,

R · h + R · (1− h) · (M + n · d)+
R · (1− h) · (1− h1) · n · α · (M + d)+
R · (1− h) · (1− h1) · n · (1− α) · (M + d + 2k)

< Cr

⇒ M <
(2− h1)n

(1− h1)n + 1
· d

In the worst case, the base station hit rate h1 drops
down to 0, the equation simplifies to

M <
2n

n + 1
· d ≈ 2d



We conclude that, the mobile code strategy is effective
as long as the cost of launching a mobile code is smaller
than twice the cost of data message. In the best case
(i.e. h1 = 1), the equation simplifies to

M < n · d

which gives more room for the mobile code to spare.

Range Queries with Proactive Mobile Codes

A possible improvement over the previous mobile code
strategy is to delegate the mobile codes not only the
data retrieval job but also the job of proactively send-
ing new updates toward the base station. This can
help improve the hit rate of the base station cache.
Similar to the case for object query processing, we also
need to determine the push rate and maintain other
parameters for cost analysis.

U The average number of updates of a single source.
w The percentage of updates that are proactively

pushed back to the base station.
q The percentage of the pushed data that are actu-

ally accessed.

We can then identify the situation for applying the
strategy by comparing the execution cost with Cr.
The cost analysis needs to consider both the saving
due to increased base station hit rate as well as the
pushing overhead. The increased hit rate can also be
modelled as the reduction in miss rate due to proactive
pushing, that is

Bm = R · (1− h) · (1− h1)− U · w · q

This leads to the cost comparison as follows.

R · h + R · (1− h) · (M + n · d)+
Bm · n · α · (M + d)+
Bm · n · (1− α) · (M + d + 2k)+
n · α · U · w · d + n · (1− α) · U · w · (d + k)

< Cr

In the worst case, i.e. when all h1, q, and α are 0, the
equation above can be simplified into

M < (2− U · w
R(1− h)

)d− U · w
R(1− h)

k

which means if the proactively pushed data failed to
increase the base station hit rate, the proactive mo-
bile code strategy may not provide performance ad-
vantage unless M is very small. We note that since

U ·w
R(1−h) is the actual update/request rate seen by the
base station, we can easily determine when to apply
the strategy.

On the other hand, if every thing goes well, i.e.
when all h1, q, and α are 1, we obtain the simplified
equation as

M <
n

1− U ·w
R(1−h)n

d

which leaves more room for the mobile code strategy.

5.4 Continuous Range Queries

The processing of continuous range queries is sim-
ilar to that of continuous object queries except that
there may exist many target sources that satisfy the
location based range constraints. Mobile codes are
particularly useful in this case again since they can be
instructed to say with the sources and continuously
sending back new values of the data objects.

Basic Strategy

Similar to the processing of continuous object queries,
we assume a basic strategy that repeatedly sending in-
stantaneous requests in a rate as often as the update
rate. Note that since each request results from a source
update, caching offers little help in here. Assume that
p represents the number of updates which is, as de-
scribed above, also the number of requests, then the
execution cost of the basic strategy can be modelled
as the sum of the cost of accessing sources located at
the same cell and that of accessing data sources not in
the same cell.

p · n · α · 4d + p · n · (1− α) · (4d + 2k)

Continuous Range Queries with Mobile Codes

Mobile codes can be dispatched by the base station
in advanced or on the first request to all related data
sources and stay with them. The newly updated ob-
ject values can then be sent back continuously by the
mobile codes. We note that once the mobile codes
are in places, no more repeated requests need to be
issued again since the agents will keep sending back
the latest object values. The primary cost is therefore
on the cost of sending mobile codes and the cost of
continuously sending back update values.

(M + d) + n · α ·M + n · (1− α) · (M + k)+
p · n · α · d + p · n · (1− α) · (k + d)

Similar to the analysis in previous sections, we com-
pare the two cost formula and simplify the result to
obtain the criteria for applying the strategy.

M <
(3pn− 1)d + n(1− α)(p− 1)k

1 + n
≈ 3pd + (1− α)pk
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From the analysis above we can conclude that the
mobile code strategy is almost always preferable than
basic strategy on continuous range queries processing.

6 Simulation and Evaluation

To evaluate the effectiveness of our strategies
against on-demand strategies, we have conducted sev-
eral sets of simulation with the Powersim Studio.

For instantaneous object queries, we can observe
from Figure 3 that unless the cost of a mobile code
can be kept lower than the cost of a dada message,
simply sending mobile codes does not offer any per-
formance advantages. On the other hand, Figure 4
demonstrates the advantage of proactive pushing over
conventional on-demand and basic mobile code strate-
gies especially when the request volume is high. We
can also observe that higher push rate does not nec-
essarily implies higher performance. This can happen
when the pushing overhead outweighs the cost saving.

For continuous object queries, Figure 5 shows a
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large performance gap between the mobile code and
on-demand strategies, especially when the update rate
gets higher. We note that the performance advantage
is independent of the cost of a mobile code since it
needs to be sent only once.

For instantaneous range queries, even the basic mo-
bile code strategy shows its performance benefit as
demonstrated in Figure 6. The cost advantage is even
greater with proactive pushing under just moderate
push rate and utilization(say 50%). The larger the
number of target sources, the better results we get.

Finally, Figure 7 demonstrates the superiority of
mobile code strategy over on-demand strategy on con-
tinuous range queries. The performance advantage im-
proves with higher update rate as well as larger num-
ber of data sources satisfying the range constraints.
This shows the flexibility of mobile codes in travelling
with the data sources and continuously sending back
new values of data objects.

As a summary, except for instantaneous object
queries, mobile codes with proper data management
are powerful strategies for location based services in
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mobile environments. Even for location independent
data, carefully designed access methods are still re-
quired since the clients can move from one place to
another. By characterizing the data sources and access
patterns, we have designed effective strategies that
successfully balanced between the saving in access cost
and the increase in maintenance cost.

7 Conclusions

We have developed concise but effective cost models
and data management strategies with mobile codes for
location based services. Analytical and simulation re-
sults demonstrate that mobile code can be quite valu-
able in mobile environments. We have implemented a
prototype using the Concordia mobile agent platform
for dispatching the mobile codes. We plan to further
extend our system framework and cost model to han-
dle information services on streaming data. We are
also evaluating the potential of employing distributed
cooperation and P2P techniques to support continu-
ous location based service queries.
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